Abstract: What is the best way to learn a new language? Ask anyone who speaks more than one language so you get a comprehensive answer. Classes, textbooks, language exchange programs are tools that help you learn a language to a certain extent. Language learning apps are another tool that is becoming increasingly popular. However, each program has its own direction and method of teaching.
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1. Introduction

Learning another language is not an easy task. Unlike children who learn by listening to what others have to say, adults have to go through long and arduous trials and tribulations, including learning and practicing grammar, vocabulary, and speech. This can be time consuming, especially if you are on a full day workout.

Although the classroom environment has traditionally been popular among language learners, interest in learning an official language is declining. The Association of Modern Languages found that from fall 2013 to fall 2016, enrollment in courses at U.S. colleges and universities decreased by 9.2%. Currently, language learning programs are gaining popularity among students around the world due to their availability.

2. Main part

Traditionally, applications have been used to complement traditional methods of language learning. Recently, these programs have been further improved to completely replace the elementary and intermediate courses. You may not be able to communicate fluently with them, but they can serve as a starting point for learning.

Ultimately, the goal of a language learning program is to reduce the impact on your language learning schedule and wallet. It is much cheaper than other alternatives such as training courses or trips abroad and can be accessed from anywhere, depending on the platform.

Important information about language learning applications

There is no one-size-fits-all language learning app that is suitable for everyone. One type of application may cost more in one area, such as speaking ability, while another may spend more on reading comprehension and writing.

Start reviewing your motives for learning a new language. Do you want to learn basic skills or do you need something longer and more detailed? What you need to learn is different whether you want to learn the language because you are going on vacation, going to work, or you want to open business channels with a foreigner.

Then think about how to do it. Some have busy schedules and need to plan time to exercise in small segments throughout the day. Others may set aside a few hours each day to focus on one side of the tongue. Some types of application are best for different students.

You can start learning this language as soon as you have identified your needs. Keep in mind that the number of language learning programs on the market has grown significantly, especially after popular brands such as Rosetta Stone and Duolingo popularized this teaching method.

Best language learning apps:

Pimsleur: Best for learning on the go
Rosetta Stone: The best program for a full course
Babbel: Better for grammar
Duolingo: The best free tutorial app
LinguaLift: Best for cultural bathing
iTalki: Best for tutoring

Pimsleur

Pimsleur Premium is suitable for everyone. Unlike other programs on this list, Pimsleur courses are designed with
speech methodology in mind. Classes are audio-oriented and usually last no more than half an hour; users are advised to read on the road, subway, or during breaks. Courses can be started through the phone app or its website. In addition to its basic audio lessons, Pimsleur includes flash card exercises, reading lessons, and other additional materials available on the Internet.

**Rosetta Stone**

First released as a CD-ROM program in 1993, Rosetta remains one of the best language learning programs. Today, the company’s online subscription offers courses in more than 30 endangered languages.

Listen, read, write, speak - Rosetta tries to combine all the basic elements of language learning into a single coherent program. Another reason Rosetta excels at creating an impressive approach to language is speech recognition technology, which is commendable for its accuracy and high level of customization. Learning to speak like a mother tongue is crucial for students to feel that they have made real scientific progress. The technology works on all devices that Rosetta has: computers, tablets and smartphones

**Babbel**

Grammar may not be the most exciting part of language learning, but it is an important part for those who want to work harder than just speaking at a simple level. This is especially important if you plan to use the language for professional purposes or want to understand more complex sentences.

Today we live in an era of important innovation processes. All there is a wide range of reforms in the education system as well as in other areas. Its completeness, relevance and complexity impose a great responsibility on modern teachers. The President of the Republic of Uzbekistan Sh. M. Mirziyayev, as they say, in order to give modern knowledge, first of all, the coach himself must have such knowledge. The teacher today has modern knowledge, using his skills, transferred all his knowledge to the student, there is a lot of research ahead. In connection with the current pandemic, the issue of improving the quality of education in our country is in the spotlight on distance learning using information and telecommunication technologies, systems of electronic textbooks and methods of their application are being developed. It is also a new way of teaching a subject, based on the methodology of each subject and tools, using a wide range of interactive pedagogical methods. The great goal we have set for ourselves is to create an independent, versatile person. This is considered an important factor in adulthood. This means inventing non-traditional teaching methods, existing methods must be learned, shared experience. Here is innovation in pedagogy, the importance of teaching and pedagogical innovation. This is the first collection, a generalization of all the innovations in pedagogy, the second is to choose the most effective news, and the third is to choose them for practical application. We know that educational technologies are a whole pedagogical process on a general pedagogical scale. And the learning technology, depending on specific conditions, is predicted in accordance with a clearly defined result, and not a preliminary one.

3. **Conclusion**

Therefore, the introduction of technologies, ensuring that teaching methods meet the requirements of the times are the main tasks of pedagogical scientists. Training and retraining of specialists is also important. At a time when the economic, political, cultural and educational ties of our country with the world are growing, the interest of our youth in the life, culture, customs and language of foreign countries is growing.
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